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Hitler and Stalin: Twin Tyrants  
 

1. Stalin was born in the year _______________ in the Republic of Georgia. [Note: This is not the U.S. state of 

Georgia but country in Eastern Europe!] 
 

2. “Stalin” is Russian for: O glory of God       O our dear leader O blessing of mankind      O man of steel 
 

3. Pilgrims come to Stalin’s house to pay homage.    O True  O False 
 

4. Stalin was a very tall man. O True  O False 
 

5. Stalin’s childhood was characterized by: (PICK 2!)  
O love            O violence O grace  O Christianity  O undeserved beatings 

 

6. Did Hitler’s dad encourage him to pursue his dream of becoming an artist? _________________________ 
 

7. How were the fathers of Hitler and Stalin similar?  _____________________________________________ 
 

8. Hitler made the anniversary of his mother Clara’s death a national holiday in Germany celebrating: 
O liberty O mothers O art  O theater O nature 
 

9. What sort of student was Hitler? ___________________________________________________________ 
 

10. Stalin’s mother Ekaterina wanted Stalin to be a ________________________________________. 
 

11. Stalin became a Marxist, and he embraced:  O Christianity  O Communist faith 
 

12. In 1899 at the age of 20, Stalin left the seminary and dedicated his life to: 
O the Lord Jesus  O improving his character  O education   
O revolution   O capitalism    O the free market 

 

13. Stalin was arrested and exiled to Siberia how many times? _________________________ 
 

14. Why did Hitler go to Vienna? _____________________________________________________ 
 

❖ Note the artwork done by Adolph Hitler that are displayed in the video!  Do you think he was good? ________ 
 

15. How many times was Hitler rejected from the Viennese Academy of Art? _____________________ 
 

16. Hitler tried to make a living by: 
O selling golf balls he found in the pond at the local golf course.  
O selling postcards of his paintings of Vienna. 
O doing odd jobs for widows. 
O washing dishes at a local restaurant. 

 

17. Did Hitler serve in the military in World War One?  ___________________________ 
 

18. Hitler was awarded the Iron Cross First Class, a high distinction.    O True  O False 
 

19. Did Stalin serve in the military in World War One?  ___________________________ 
 

❖ XC – Stalin’s future wife and her sisters loved what British poet?   
O Oliver Goldsmith  O Rudyard Kipling  O John Milton 
O Lord Byron   O Geoffrey Chaucer  O Alfred Lord Tennyson 

 

20. According to Stalin’s niece, Vladimir Lenin wanted Stalin to marry:  
O his sister  O his mother  O his neighbor  O Marya Belyakovna 
 

21. Who did Lenin’s dirty work?  __________________________________________ 

Name __________________________________ 
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22. After World War One ended, Hitler reacted by: 
O deciding to become a pacifist who no longer believed in war. 
O donating sums to organizations that helped war widows. 
O taking Germany’s defeat personally and allowing hate to grow in him. 

 

Note: The movie mentions that Hitler “found a home and a voice” in the extreme “right” German workers party in Munich.  This is an 
example of how Hitler’s ideology is regularly referred to as being on the “extreme right wing” of the political spectrum.  Once again, this is 
solely because Joseph Stalin worked hard to distinguish his political philosophy from Hitler’s and used propaganda to call Hitler a “right wing 
fascist capitalist”!  Whenever you hear Hitler’s left-wing National Socialism referred to as right wing fascism, remember that this simply 
means that Stalin was successful in his attempt to frame it that way.  It is very important that you realize this! 
 
Also Note: Hitler belonged to the DAP (=Deutsche Arbeiterpartei = German Worker’s Party) from 1919-1920. This party evolved 
into the National Socialist German Worker’s Party (Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei = NSDAP) which we now call 
the Nazi party.  Please note that the National Socialists never called themselves Nazis.  That was a derogatory term. When you 
see movies where National Socialists call their party the Nazi party, that is just a way to cover up the reality that Hitler was a 
socialist. 
 

23. Hitler denounced both Communism and international capitalism as Jewish conspiracies.   
O True  O False 

 

Note: Socialist groups do not like each other and oppose each other as much as they oppose the capitalists. 
Also Note: Rudolph Hess’s son is interviewed! Hess was a very important assistant to Hitler during Hitler’s rise to power! 
 

24. What year did Hitler try to seize power in Munich? _____________________________  [This event is referred 

to as “The Munich Beer Hall Putsch.”] 
 

25. What did Hitler do while he was in prison? O wrote Mein Kampf  O committed suicide 
       O turned his life over to Christ O prison evangelism 
 

26. Stalin became the General Secretary of the Communist Party in what year? _________________________ 
 

Note: The man interviewed was a Pravda cartoonist during Stalin’s regime.  Pravda was a Russian broadsheet newspaper that 
was the official newspaper of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU).   
 

27. Who competed for power after Lenin’s death? (PICK 2!!) 
O Leon Trotsky   O John Lennon   O Leonid Brezhnev 
O Catherine the Great   O Vladimir Putin  O Joseph Stalin  

 

28. Who was the more talented orator?  O Trotsky  O Stalin 
 

29. Stalin got the Politburo to turn on Trotsky.  O True  O False 
 

Note: The Politburo was the principal policy making committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.  It comes from “political 

bureau.” (Do you remember that bureaucracy is government by men at desks?!       ) Trotsky was ruined politically and exiled to Mexico 
where he was assassinated by probably a Soviet agent in 1940. 
 

30. Hitler became Chancellor of Germany in January of what year?   
O 1899  O 1918  O 1923  O 1933  O 1940  O 1945 

 

31. Was Hitler elected to the Chancellor position by election at the polls? O Yes  O No 
Watch Hitler as he speaks.  His words are classic political oratory. 
 

32. Stalin’s best speaking quality was his: 
O genial demeanor  O elegant language  O exaggerated hand motions 

 

33. After becoming Chancellor, Hitler killed 80 or so of his opponents in the National Socialist party, 
including Ernst Rohm who was the leader of the:    

O cavaliers O Puritans O stormtroopers O squad O posse 
 

Note: This killing spree against political opponents is known as “the Night of the Long Knives.” 
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34. Reinhardt Spitzy, an aide to Hitler’s Foreign Minister, said that compared to Stalin, Hitler was a: 
 O monster  O Sunday school man  O devil 

 

35. Hitler’s enemies were: 
O outsiders O Jews     O Marxists   O gypsies             O homosexuals           O all of these 

 

36. Why did Stalin consider the Russian people to be his enemies? 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

37. What happened to 4 million or so people in Ukraine, a fertile region?  __________________________________ 
 

38. According to Vladimir Kuibyshev, the son of one of Stalin’s former colleagues, what was Stalin like 
compared to Nero and other tyrants of the past?  ______________________________________________ 

 

39. What made Stalin’s economic modernization program possible? 
O the free market O slave labor   O great natural resources O innovation 

 

40. What was Stalin’s ‘gulag’?  O his favorite Russian dish O his network of slave labor camps 
O his economic policy  O the Soviet congress 

 

41. Stalin set up his slave labor camps…. [  O before    OR     O after   ] …Hitler set up his concentration camps. 
 

42. What did Stalin do to the prison sentences of good workers in his slave labor camps?   
O shortened their sentences as a reward O lengthened their sentences drastically  

 

43. When did the age of Soviet gulags end?  The last of the gulag prisons closed:  
O before World War II began. 
O right after Hitler’s concentration camps were shut down. 
O in 1987 when the Cold War came to an end. 

 

44. How did Stalin’s wife die? ________________________________________ 
 

45. Who was Hitler’s long time love up to his death? 
O Corrie ten Boom O Elizabeth Rona O Fanny Shapiro 
O Golda Meier  O Eva Braun  O Nedda Friberti 

 

46. Did Hitler work hard on tasks of state? O yes  O no 
 

Note the pictures from a Nuremberg Rally, which was an annual rally of the National Socialist Party. 
 

47. Was Stalin a hard worker on tasks of state? 
O yes, he was very diligent and nicknamed “comrade card index” 
O no, he lazily made others do his work and he was nicknamed “Stalin the slothful” 

 

❖ What happened to Stalin’s charismatic and popular rival, Sergei Kirov? 
 
 
Note: Stalin’s Show Trails and The Great Purge were used to eliminate Stalin’s perceived enemies.  A “show trial” is a public trial in which the 
judicial system has already decided the outcome before the trial even starts, but the State wants to present the crimes and the outcome to 
the people for propaganda purposes - and also as a strong warning.  It is meant to instill fear and compliance in the people. 

 
❖ Stalin had a saying: “If there’s a person, there’s a problem. No __________________; no problem.” 

 

48. Disagreeing with Stalin and the party leadership was a capital crime punishable by __________________. 
 

49. According to Boris Yefimov of Pravda, a person had only two choices.  You could either (1) believe in Stalin 
and not doubt or (2) not believe in Stalin and ________________________________________________ 

 

50. In the 1930s, more than _____________ million people were transported to the Soviet camps. 
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51. When did Hitler’s troops march into Austria?  In the spring of  O 1925     O 1938      O 1940        O 1945 
 

52. Both Stalin and Hitler were like gods to many people. O True O False 
 

53. After conquering Austria, what was Hitler’s next target?  
O the United States O Britain O France O Poland O Italy 

 

54. Why did German Foreign Minister Von Ribbentrop go to Moscow? 
O to end all treaties between Germany and the Soviet Union (Russia) 
O to negotiate a Non-Aggression Pact between Hitler and Stalin making them allies 
O to see the Kremlin! 

 

55. What country did Hitler and Stalin conquer together?   
O the United States O Britain O France O Poland O Italy 

 

56. Did Hitler stay loyal to Stalin? O yes  O no 
 

57. Mussolini was the Fascist leader of which country?  (Fascist was the name of a political party in this country) 
O the United States O Britain O France O Poland O Italy 

 

58. Why did Stalin believe his victory over Hitler was guaranteed? 
O Stalin had people who were dedicated to his noble cause. 
O Stalin had more people, equipment, and factories to sacrifice. 

 

❖ How many assassination attempts were made against Hitler’s life?  ___________________ 
 

59. The People’s Court was Hitler’s version of Stalin’s show trials.  O True  O False 
 

Note: The People’s Court was used to eliminate many of Hitler’s perceived enemies.  Those who were convicted were political criminals who 
were guilty of not supporting Hitler’s agenda.  Thus, they were people like you and me. 
 

60. In March of 1945, what was Hitler doing when he made what turned out to be his final public 
appearance?  O handing our bravery awards to Hitler Youth 

O marrying Eva Braun 
O meeting with Stalin 

 

61. How did Hitler die on April 30, 1945? ___________________________________ 
 

62. Rochus Misch, a member of Hitler’s staff in the bunker where he spent his final days, witnessed: 
O the burning of Hitler and Eva’s bodies   O Hitler’s escape on an airplane taking him to South America. 

 

Note: The Russian people revered Stalin as a “savior” of their country against what Stalin called Fascism – but which was actually called 
National Socialism.  Remember that as a Marxist, Stalin was careful to avoid discrediting the idea of Socialism.  Thus, he had to make it 
seem as though (1) Fascism was a political idea very different than socialism, and (2) World War II was a war against Fascism.  This is not 
true.  It is merely the way in which Stalin framed the war.   
 

63. After the war, did Stalin soften his attitude toward perceived enemies?             O yes     O no 
 

64. Did Stalin embrace and include Jews after the war?   O yes  O no 
 

65. How did Stalin die on February 28, 1953? ____________________________________________________ 
 

66. Who is judged more harshly and considered the more evil of the two?                 O Hitler  O Stalin 
 

Note: Both Hitler and Stalin may remind you of people who have no conscience.  Neither seemed to have a moral code or sense of right and 
wrong that guided their behavior.  Many Bible verses teach us about people who lack a healthy conscience.  For example, 1 Timothy 4:1-2 
(NIV) says, “The Spirit clearly says that in later times some will abandon the faith and follow deceiving spirits and things taught by 
demons.  Such teachings come through hypocritical liars, whose consciences have been seared as with a hot iron.” Do you think Stalin & 
Hitler both suffered from a “seared conscience”? 
 

67. Hitler remarked, “Conscience is a ______________________________ invention.” 
Note: The video actually ends here after this quote.  One version of the video repeats a bunch at the end. 


